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O
day. About 32 million people in this
country, 13.8 percent of the population,

speak a language other than English at
home.1 The health care delivery system
is hard-pressed to handle this diversity.

Health care providers in major cities
and in West Coast states, in particular,
deal with an amazing variety of lan-

guages and cultures. For example, in
the first four months of 1993, Kaiser
Hospital in Oakland, California, pro-

vided translation services in Amharic,
Arabic, Cambodian, Cantonese, Chau-
chou, Hungarian, Ilocano, Italian, Japa-

nese, Korean, Laotian, Mandarin,
Romanian, Russian, Spanish, Tagalog,
Tigrinya, Toishanese, and Vietnamese.2

Although more pronounced in urban
and western areas, dramatic increases in
the number of residents with limited

English proficiency (LEP) are occurring
nationwide. North Carolina itself is ex-
periencing an unprecedented influx. A

growing number of the state’s residents are from Bosnia, Central Ameri-
can countries, China, Laos, Mexico, and Vietnam. An accurate count of
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LEP speakers in the state is difficult to obtain, but it is

estimated that there are between 250,000 and 300,000
Spanish speakers alone.

Communication barriers complicate the delivery of

health care. The following recent accounts illustrate
the problem:

• In central North Carolina, Hispanic residents
have complained that they must wait longer
than non-Hispanic residents to receive treat-

ment from the local health department. When
these residents do receive care, family members
or unqualified health department employees

translate during the visit, or they are asked to
pay for each fifteen minutes of interpreting.

• In central North Carolina, a hospital used a child

to translate during his parent’s emergency room
visit. As the boy and his parent left the facility,
another LEP family arrived with an emergency.

The boy had to translate during that visit as well.

• In South Carolina a hospital limited epidural
anesthesia for women in labor to women who

could speak English.

This article addresses the need for translation ser-
vices during health care visits and the ways in which

these needs are most frequently met. It describes the
factors inhibiting appropriate linguistic access, then
provides an overview of the laws governing linguistic

access to health care. The article closes with some rec-
ommendations for making care more linguistically ac-
cessible.

THE NEED FOR TRANSLATION SERVICES

Patients who do not speak English need qualified in-
terpreters to describe potentially complex medical
problems and treatment plans. Words that English-

speaking patients may use, such as “hypertension” or
“allergies,” often do not have equivalents in other lan-
guages. Further, communicating subtle distinctions

can be very important. As one California doctor ex-
plains, “The difference between ‘crushing pain’ when
the patient is walking and ‘sharp pain’ can mean the

difference between severe coronary artery disease and
gastritis [stomach inflammation].”3

Translation of a medical visit by unqualified inter-

preters is prone to omissions, additions, substitutions,
volunteered opinions, and semantic errors that can
seriously distort care.4 In one study, analysis of re-

corded encounters during which an adult son inter-
preted for his Russian father demonstrated incorrect

translation of more than 28 percent of words and

phrases.5

In addition, the use of untrained interpreters can
result in a breach of patient confidentiality. Reliance

on interpreters who are not trained in the ethics of in-
terpretation can cause a patient not to speak freely in
front of a health care provider, especially when chil-

dren are translating for parents about such sensitive is-
sues as spousal abuse and sex-
ual practices.6

The lack of appropriate
translation services also af-
fects the cost of care. Non-

English-speaking patients
may be reluctant to deal
with providers who cannot

communicate with them,
seeking care only when
their conditions become

acute and more costly.
Fifty-eight percent of LEP
patients polled by the

Asian Health Services in
1994 reported that they
would not see a physician

if interpreting services
were not available.7 Further,
to fill the gaps created by the language barrier, doctors

may turn to batteries of expensive, often unnecessary
tests. One study found that language differences
caused treatment of non-English- speaking patients to

take 25 to 50 percent longer than treatment of
English-speaking patients.8 Finally, inadequate inter-
preting has been shown to delay a correct diagnosis and

to increase the chances that the patient will not be able
to follow the doctor’s orders.9

Unfortunately, translation needs often go unmet or

are handled inappropriately in health care settings.
Many hospitals and clinics do not have qualified inter-
preters on hand. Rather, they rely on family, friends,

or untrained staff, or they allow providers to deliver
services without any verbal communication with the
patient. Important medical information typically de-

livered to patients in writing—for example, informed-
consent forms and discharge treatment plans—may be
provided only in English.10

FACTORS INHIBITING LINGUISTIC ACCESS

A number of state and federal laws (discussed later) ad-
dress provision of translation services to LEP patients.

NORTH CAROLINA
RESOURCES

N.C. Office of Minority Health

(919) 715-0992

N.C. Bilingual Resource Group

(919) 715-3119

Hispanic Ombudsman, Office of
Citizen Services, N.C. Department

of Health and Human Services

(919) 733-4261

AT&T Language Line

1-800-821-0301
(demonstration and information)
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Nonetheless, linguistic access is not well developed.

Several factors create barriers.
First, the number of different languages spoken in

the United States has grown dramatically in the last

thirty years. Today, hundreds of languages are spoken
in both urban and rural areas.11 The trend will con-
tinue. Estimates are that by 2010 the U.S. minority

population will have increased by 60 percent and will
include immigrants from all around the world.

Second, translation services cost money, and cur-

rent levels of funding are inadequate. States and health
care providers have been slow to bill Medicare and
Medicaid for the administrative costs associated with

providing language services. Also, recent federal laws
regarding immigrants have created confusion about
the extent of providers’ obligations to serve LEP popu-

lations. Federal law now makes many immigrants ineli-
gible for significant public benefits, including
Medicaid, during their first five years in the country

or altogether.12 The loss of federal Medicaid funds is
particularly stressful to public hospitals and clinics, on
which many immigrants rely. Moreover, many health

care providers are uncertain about the extent to which
they can and should provide health care, including
translation services, to immigrant populations. (For

more discussion of these issues, see “Immigrants’ Ac-
cess to Public Benefits: Who Remains Eligible for
What?,” page 22 in this issue.)

Third, there often is little public support for the af-
fected minority groups. In a 1996 poll by The Univer-
sity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s School of Jour-

nalism, nearly half of those surveyed (42 percent) stated
that they were uncomfortable with the growth of the
Hispanic population in North Carolina, and more than

half (55 percent) said that they did not feel comfortable
around people who do not speak English. (For an in-
depth review of this poll, see “A Profile of Hispanic

Newcomers to North Carolina,” page 2 in this issue.)
Finally, although there are state and federal laws

requiring access to linguistically appropriate health

care, they are largely unused in practice. The remain-
der of this article discusses these laws.

LINGUISTIC ACCESS PROVISIONS AND POLICY

DEVELOPMENT IN NORTH CAROLINA

North Carolina is just beginning to develop legal re-
quirements for linguistic access in health care settings.
For its Medicaid managed-care program, the state’s

Division of Medical Assistance uses contracts that
specifically address linguistic access. These contracts

require the managed-care plans that are contracting

with the state Medicaid agency to comply with Title
VI of the Civil Rights Act (which, as discussed later,
prohibits discrimination on the basis of national ori-

gin); to provide marketing materials in English, Span-
ish, and other needed languages; and to make
interpreter services available 24 hours a day by tele-

phone and/or in person, to ensure that plan members
can communicate with plan personnel and their pro-
viders.13

There also is activity at the policy development
stage. Governor James B. Hunt, Jr., has appointed an
Advisory Council on Hispanic/Latino Affairs, which,

among other activities, is investigating ways to improve
the provision of health care services to LEP patients.
At the local level, the North Carolina Association of

Local Health Directors has passed a resolution recog-
nizing the critical need for interpreter services, particu-
larly for the fast-growing Hispanic population, and

asking local public health agencies to take a lead role in
communicating with the public about the importance
of providing linguistic access and complying with Title

VI of the Civil Rights Act.14

On another legal front, failure to provide translation
during health care visits may violate the laws of in-

formed consent. A health care provider’s failure to ob-
tain informed consent is a basis for a lawsuit in North
Carolina, originally grounded in common law15 but also

addressed in statute.16 Generally, to establish a failure
to secure informed consent, a person must show that
(1) the provider failed to inform the patient of a mate-

rial fact relating to treatment; (2) the patient consented
to the treatment without being aware of that fact; (3) a
reasonable patient under similar circumstances would

not have consented if given such information; and (4)
the treatment in question caused injury to the patient.
A signed form creates a presumption that a consent is

valid;17 however, inability to read the form might over-
come that presumption.18 Although a North Carolina
court has not ruled on the issue in any reported deci-

sion, courts in other jurisdictions have found language
barriers to give rise to claims that the physician failed
to obtain a patient’s informed consent.19

LINGUISTIC ACCESS PROVISIONS IN FEDERAL LAW

Although North Carolina has only recently begun to
develop specific policies and legal requirements regard-
ing linguistic access in health care settings, a number

of federal laws and regulations require health care pro-
viders in North Carolina to ensure linguistic access.20
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Title VI of the Civil Rights Act

Congress passed Title VI of the Civil Rights Act to
ensure that federal money is not used to support dis-

crimination on the basis of race or national origin in
government activities, including the delivery of health
care. Title VI states, “No person in the United States

shall, on ground of race, color, or national origin, be
excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits
of, or be subjected to discrimination under any pro-

gram or activity receiving Federal financial assis-
tance.”21 Taken together, Title VI and its implement-
ing regulations bar both intentional discrimination and

activities that have a disparate discriminatory impact
based on race, color, or national origin—even when
the recipient of federal funds does not have an actual

intent to discriminate.22

In the thirty years since the Title VI provisions be-
came law, federal subsidy of health care has become

pervasive, causing the numbers of providers and enti-
ties that must comply with Title VI to skyrocket. (Gen-
erally, providers who bill Medicare or Medicaid or

receive other federal funds must comply with Title VI.)
When Title VI is violated, expansive remedies may be
authorized, including injunctive relief, corrective ac-

tion plans, termination of federal funds, and possibly
the award of damages.

Neither Title VI nor the implementing regulations

discuss linguistic access per se. However, courts have
consistently found a close connection between na-
tional origin, which is specifically covered by Title VI,

and language. In Lau v. Nichols, the U.S. Supreme
Court held that the San Francisco school system vio-
lated Title VI by failing to take steps to assist LEP

Chinese students: “It is obvious that the Chinese-
speaking minority receive fewer benefits than the
English-speaking majority from respondents’ school

system which denies them a meaningful opportunity to
participate in the educational program—all earmarks
of the discrimination banned by” the Title VI regula-

tions.23  Since Lau, a number of lower courts have
found that the failure to provide translation services
may be discrimination on the basis of national origin.24

In addition, the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services’ Office for Civil Rights (OCR) has
consistently found that recipients of federal funds have

an obligation under Title VI to communicate effec-
tively with LEP people. As recently as last year, the
agency reiterated that “where language barriers cause

persons with limited English proficiency to be ex-
cluded from or be denied equal access to health or so-

cial services, recipients

may be required to take
steps to provide lan-
guage assistance to such

persons.”25 This state-
ment reflects the posi-
tion taken by OCR over

the last decade, in more
than 100 administrative
decisions and compli-

ance agreements affect-
ing individual health
care providers. These

OCR decisions articu-
late the following basic
requirements:26

1. Recipients of federal
funds should have a
written policy for lin-

guistic access and
should make sure
that staff are aware

of the policy.
2. Recipients of federal

funds should have a

procedure for offer-
ing translation services to LEP patients during all
hours of operation.

3. Family and friends should be allowed to interpret
only after a patient has been informed of the avail-
ability of the services of a qualified interpreter at no

cost to the patient.
4. Minors should not be used to translate.
5. “Qualified” interpreters should have demonstrated

bilingual proficiency and knowledge of medical
terms and of the ethics of medical interpreting.

6. The use of telephone translation services should be

limited to situations in which no bilingual staff per-
son or qualified interpreter is available to provide
services.

7. Important medical documents should be translated
for the patient.

The Hill-Burton Act

The Hill-Burton Act, another federal law that bears on
linguistic access to health care, encourages construc-
tion and modernization of public and nonprofit com-

munity hospitals, health centers, and nursing homes.27

Although the act benefits communities nationwide,

Father and child await their turn in a public
health clinic, beneath a sign in Spanish
telling parents about Medicaid procedures
for their children’s checkups.
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health care facilities in the South have made heavy use
of Hill-Burton funds.

In return for Hill-Burton support, facilities agree to
be bound in perpetuity by provisions requiring “com-
munity service.” Facilities must make services “avail-

able to all persons residing . . . in the facility’s service
area without discrimination on the ground of race,
color, national origin, creed or any other ground unre-

lated to an individual’s need for service or the availabil-
ity of the needed service in the facility.”28  OCR has
consistently taken the position that the community ser-

vice obligation requires hospitals to address the needs
of LEP patients.29  Past OCR administrative remedies
have included requirements that hospitals and nursing

homes develop lists of bilingual interpreters, establish
procedures for communicating with LEP patients at all
hours of a facility’s operation, and notify patients that

interpreter services are available.30

Federal Block Grant Programs

The secretary of Health and Human Services makes
grants to public and private nonprofit entities to plan,

develop, and operate community health centers serv-
ing medically underserved populations and areas suf-
fering shortages of health care personnel.31 Grant

monies also are given to public and private nonprofit
clinics serving migratory agricultural workers, seasonal
agricultural workers, and their families. If a substantial

number of patients with limited English proficiency
are in a service area, federal law requires migrant

health centers and community
health centers to provide linguisti-
cally and culturally appropriate

services and outreach.32 Similarly,
federally funded alcohol abuse
centers must use language-

appropriate outreach workers and
identify employees who are able
to translate full-time.33

Protections against “Patient

Dumping”

The Emergency Medical Treat-
ment and Active Labor Act

(EMTALA) protects patients
against “dumping.” That is, it generally requires all hos-
pitals that participate in Medicare and have an emer-

gency department to treat any patient in an emer-
gency condition, regardless of the patient’s ability to
pay. A violation of EMTALA occurs (1) when a hospi-

tal does not adequately screen a patient to determine
whether an emergency exists or (2) when a hospital
discharges or transfers a patient (a) without informed

consent before his or her condition is stabilized or (b)
without certifying that, based on information available
at the time, the medical benefits of transfer outweigh

the risks involved.34

The extent to which EMTALA requires language-
appropriate health care is largely untested. At the very

least, issues arise with respect to EMTALA’s require-
ments for informed consent and transfer. For exam-
ple, the language barrier may be so severe that it is

impossible for emergency room personnel to commu-
nicate effectively with a patient and obtain the pa-
tient’s informed consent for transfer. It is less clear,

however, whether EMTALA mandates language-
appropriate screening, and to date, no court has looked
at this question. Courts have ruled that EMTALA may

be violated if a patient demonstrates that the screening
examination he or she received was not as thorough or
careful as that which the hospital typically provides.35

This reasoning might support a finding that EMTALA
is violated by failure to provide translation services that
allow the emergency room doctor to communicate

with a conscious patient and allow the patient to under-
stand the outcome of the screening.
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As a woman gets an eye checkup, her
child eyes the photographer.
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

La ley no es silenciosa—the law is not silent—on provi-
sion of linguistically accessible health care, but to date,

enforcement has been spotty. As more LEP patients
face the prospects of receiving delayed or inappropri-
ate care or failing to understand the health care op-

tions available to them, health care providers confront
increasing risks if they do not provide accessible care.
A number of steps might be taken to make care more

linguistically accessible.
First, medical and provider associations, state of-

fices, and community-based organizations should edu-

cate the health care community about the laws that
require provision of linguistically accessible health ser-
vices and about the potential consequences of failing to

adhere to these laws.
Second, policy makers should provide top-down

clarity that these legal protections are important and

should be recognized.
Third, the research community might assess the

benefits and the net costs of providing linguistically

accessible health care and articulate ways of providing
this care economically.

Fourth, consumers and their representatives, health

plans and providers, foundations, and policy makers
might experiment with programs designed to overcome
linguistic and cultural barriers. This already is occurring

in some areas. For example, hospitals in Seattle are
banding together to contract with on-call inter-
preter pools. Clinics across the country are working

with community organizations to identify bilingual
residents who can be trained as volunteer translators.
Higher education institutions, such as New York’s

Hunter College, are teaching students to serve as
professional-level interpreters for college credit.36  In
Oakland, California, Asian Health Services has trained

community residents in interpretation skills and of-
fered their services to local hospitals and community
clinics.37 In North Carolina, the Duke Endowment has

funded the state’s Office of Minority Health and the
state’s Area Health Education Centers Program to es-
tablish the Spanish Language and Cultural Training In-

stitute, which is sponsoring statewide training for inter-
preters working in health and human service settings.38

Finally, health care consumers and consumer orga-

nizations might document problems with obtaining
accessible care; report the problems to the affected
providers and civil rights enforcement agencies; and

participate in community-based efforts to resolve the
problems.
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